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It has been another rocky week for FX markets this week. The dollar initially sold off on
Monday after the mother of all U-turns by newly appointed Jeremy Hunt saw UK bond
yields fall considerably, leaking into core bond markets and dragging yields lower across
the board. This spurred equities higher on the day and resulted in a considerable risk
rally. Outside of that, the Bank of Canada published its Q3 Business Outlook Survey,
which showed a further increase in near-term inflation expectations but limited knock-on
effects on longer-term expectations. A rare break in volatility then occurred on Tuesday,
although the details of the latest Bank of America fund manager survey provided clarity
on why market volatility is so elevated recently: a record level of cash remains on the
sidelines waiting to be invested once risk conditions improve. From Tuesday onwards, it
was then all about the strong dollar as Fed commentary proved exceptionally hawkish,
sending 10-year real yields to new cycle highs above 1.75%. The path for the dollar wasn’t
smooth, however, as equity bulls put up a fight, especially in the futures market ahead of
the cash open. Outside of broad USD developments, the pound continued to
underperform as political volatility coincided with negative data about the UK consumer,
the Canadian dollar proved somewhat resistant as inflation data sparked speculation that
the BoC would match the Fed next week and hike by 75bps, while the Japanese yen
continued to slide to fresh 30-year lows as real yield spreads widened. This was not just
due to the US leg driving higher, but stronger Japanese inflation data and signs of
imminent fiscal easing which would only act to heat up the economy more.
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If only one MP gets the required 100 votes, however, a new Prime Minister will be
announced on Monday. In addition to this, markets will be keenly awaiting the release of
China’s Q3 GDP data after it was delayed from this week’s scheduled release. Focus will
also be on global economic conditions as October’s preliminary PMIs are released. In
central banking, the ECB, Bank of Canada, Central Bank of Brazil, and Bank of Japan fill
the roster. The first two are expected to hike rates by 75bps, although we think the BoC
will disappoint with a 50bp hike, while the latter two are expected to keep policy on hold.
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Next week, Westminster will continue to churn out an abundance of headlines 
as Tory MPs are expected to vote for their finalists in the leadership race before 

they are put forward to members for the final vote on Friday. 
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Saturday – 22/10

N/A China GDP for Q3 QoQ (est 2.8%, prev -2.6%), YTD YoY (est 3.0%, prev 2.5%) and 
YoY (est 3.3%, prev 0.4%)
China FDI YTD YoY CNY for September (prev 16.4%)
China trade balance for September (est $80.30b, prev $79.39b)
China industrial production for September YTD YoY (est 3.7%, prev 3.6%) and YoY 
(est 4.8%, prev 4.2%)

Sunday – 23/10

23:00 Australia S&P Global preliminary composite PMI for October (prev 50.9)
Australia S&P Global preliminary manufacturing PMI for October (prev 53.5)
Australia S&P Global preliminary services PMI for October (prev 50.6)

23:05 RBA Kent speaks at the 2022 Commonwealth Bank Global Markets Conference 
in Sydney

Calendar (all times BST)

TBA

19:00 BoE Mann speaks in conversation at the Marshall Society Speaker event in 
Cambridge

Monday – 24/10

01:30 Japan Jibun Bank preliminary composite PMI for October ( prev 51.0)
Japan Jibun Bank preliminary  manufacturing PMI for October (prev 50.8)
Japan Jibun Bank preliminary services PMI for October (prev 52.2)

08:15 France S&P Global preliminary composite PMI for October (est 49.5, prev 51.2)
France S&P Global preliminary manufacturing PMI for October                                 
(est 47.0, prev 47.7)
France S&P Global preliminary services PMI for October (est 51.5, prev 52.9)

08:30 Germany S&P Global preliminary composite PMI for October (est 45.5, prev 45.7)
Germany S&P Global preliminary manufacturing PMI for October                            
(est 47.0, prev 47.8)
Germany S&P Global preliminary services PMI for October (est 45.0, prev 45.0)

09:00 Eurozone S&P Global preliminary composite PMI for October (est 47.7, prev 48.1)
Eurozone S&P Global preliminary manufacturing PMI for October                             
(est 48.0, prev 48.4)
Eurozone S&P Global preliminary services PMI for October (est 48.3, prev 48.8)
Switzerland domestic (prev 555.4b) and total (prev 619.8b) sight deposits CHF for 
October 21

09:30 UK S&P Global/CIPS preliminary composite PMI for October (est 48.2, prev 49.1)
UK S&P Global/CIPS preliminary manufacturing PMI for October                                 
(est 48.0, prev 48.4)
UK S&P Global/CIPS preliminary services PMI for October (est 48.0, prev 50.0)
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13:00 Canada Bloomberg NANOS confidence for October 21 week (prev 44.4)

13:30 Brazil current account balance for September (prev -$4136m)

14:45 US S&P Global preliminary composite PMI for September (prev 49.5)
US S&P Global preliminary manufacturing PMI for September (est 51.0, prev 52.0)
US S&P Global preliminary services PMI for September (est 49.4, prev 49.3)

06:00 Singapore CPI for September MoM (est 0.4%, prev 0.9%), YoY (est 7.5%, prev 7.5%) 
and core CPI YoY (est 5.2%, prev 5.1%)

09:00 Euro Area Bank Lending Survey
Poland unemployment rate for September (est 4.8%, prev 4.8%)
Germany IFO for October business climate (est 84.0,prev 84.3), current 
assessment (est 92.8, prev 94.5) and expectations (est 75.0, prev 75.2)

09:30 Hong Kong Trade balance for September (prev -13.3b)
Hong Kong Imports (prev -16.3%) and Exports (prev -14.3%) YoY for September

11:00 UK Confederation for British Industry for October on business optimism                
(prev -21), trends total orders (prev -2) and trends selling prices (prev 59)

12:00 Brazil FGV consumer confidence for October (prev 89.0)

13:00 Hungary central bank rate decision (est 13.0%. prev 13.0%)

Tuesday – 25/10

At its September meeting, the NBH announced a likely end to its hiking cycle at 13%.
However, the news of which wasn’t taken favourably by FX traders, and further
depreciation in the forint forced the central bank’s hand. It established a new short-term
interest rate of 17% to try and stabilise FX markets, while also enforcing all purchases of
FX for energy reasons to be conducted through them to alleviate pressure in offshore
markets. Given the developments, markets will be widely watching the NBH on Tuesday
for signs of how its now policy tool is incorporated into the traditional rate framework.

13:00 Brazil IBGE inflation IPCA-15 for October MoM (prev -0.37%) and YoY (prev 7.96%)

14:00 US FHFA house price index for August MoM (est -0.7%, prev -0.6%)

15:00 US conference board consumer confidence (est 105.5, prev 108.0), present 
situation (prev 149.6) and expectation (prev 80.3) for October 

18:00 US Richmond manufacturing survey for October (est -5, prev 0)

01:00 New Zealand ANZ activity outlook (prev -1.8%) and business confidence                   
(prev -36.7) 

01:30 Australia CPI for September YoY (est 7.1%, prev 6.8%)
Australia CPI for Q3 QoQ (est 1.6%, prev 1.8%) and YoY (est 7.0%, prev 6.1%)

Wednesday – 26/10
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06:00 Singapore industrial production for September MoM (prev 2.0%) and YoY              
(est 2.1%, prev 0.5%)

07:45 France consumer confidence for October (est 78, prev 79)

09:00 Switzerland Credit Suisse Survey Expectations for October (prev -69.2)

11:00 France total jobseekers for Q3 (prev 2944.7k)

12:00 US Mortgage applications for October 21 week (prev -4.5%)

13:30 US wholesale inventories preliminary data for September MoM                            
(est 1.1%, prev 1.3%)
US retail inventories for September MoM (prev 1.4%)

15:00 BoC rate October decision (est 3.75%, prev 3.25%) (more below)
BoC releases monetary policy report

16:00 BoC Macklem speaks to reporters after decision
US new home sales for September (est 580k, prev 685k) and MoM                          
(est -15.3%, prev 28.8%) 

22:30 BCB Selic rate October decision (est 13.75%, prev 13.75%)

Thursday – 27/10

00:50 Japan buying foreign bonds (prev ¥389.9b) and foreign stocks (prev ¥419.9b) for 
October 21 week
Foreign buying Japan bonds (prev -¥182.0b) and stocks (prev ¥408.8b) for 
October 21 week

07:00 Germany GfK consumer confidence for November (est -41.5, prev -42.5)
Norway unemployment rate AKU for August (prev 3.1%)

08:00 Hungary unemployment rate for September (est 3.7%, prev 3.6%)
Sweden economic tendency survey (prev 90.8) and consumer confidence            
(prev 49.7) and manufacturing confidence (prev 110.0) for October

12:00 Canada CFIB business barometer for October (prev 52.5)
Mexico unemployment rate for September (prev 3.53%)
Mexico trade balance for September (prev -5498.2m)

13:00 Brazil national unemployment rate for September (prev 8.9%)

13:30 ECB main refinancing rate (est 2.0%, prev 1.25%), marginal lending facility (prev
2.25%, prev 1.5%) and deposit facility rate (est 1.5%, prev 0.75%) (more below)

The latest IPCA reading for August confirmed that the central bank of Brazil has finally
reached its inflation peak, and therefore, its terminal rate. At 7.17%, the year-on-year rate
registered its third consecutive reduction from Q2’s peak of around 12%. For this reason,
traders are betting on no further increases in the Selic rate, while a cut is also unlikely
given the BCB’s guidance. In view of the second round of the elections held next
weekend and the volatility it will generate, we believe that the Brazilian central bank's
decision this week will not cause any surprise, with a cut not likely for another 3-6
months.
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13:30 US GDP annualised advance data for Q3 QoQ (est 2.3%, prev -0.6%)
US personal consumption advance data for Q3 (est 0.8%, prev 2.0%)
US durable goods orders (est 0.6%, prev -0.2%) and ex-transportation                 
(est 0.2%, prev 0.3%) preliminary data for September 
Canada payrolled employment change - SEPH for August (prev 12.9k)

13:45 ECB President Christine Lagarde holds press conference after decision

16:30 BoE Woods speaks at Mansion House

22:00 New Zealand ANZ consumer confidence index (prev 85.4) and MoM (prev 0.0%) 
for October 

Friday – 28/10

00:30 Japan Tokyo CPI for October YoY (est 3.3%, prev 2.8%), ex-fresh food                  
(est 3.1%, prev 2.8%) and ex-fresh food and energy (est 2.0%, prev 1.7%) 
Japan jobless rate (est 2.5%, prev 2.5%) and job-to-applicant ratio                         
(est 1.33, prev 1.32) for September

03:30 Singapore unemployment rate for September sa (prev 2.1%)

05:30 Germany CPI North Rhine Westphalia for October MoM (prev 1.8%) and YoY 
(prev 10.1%)

06:30 France advance GDP for Q3 QoQ (est 0.1%, prev 0.5%) and YoY (prev 4.2%)
France consumer spending for September MoM (prev 0.0%) and YoY                    
(prev -3.8%)

07:00 Norway retail sales w/auto fuel for September MoM (prev 0.7%)
Sweden GDP indicator for September MoM (prev -1.3%) and YoY (prev 3.6%)
Sweden GDP indicator for Q3 QoQ (est -0.1%, prev 1.4%)
Sweden retail sales for September MoM (prev -0.4%) and YoY (prev -5.1%)

07:45 France preliminary CPI for October MoM (prev -0.6%) and YoY                               
(est 5.7%, prev 5.6%)
France preliminary EU Harmonised CPI for October MoM (prev -0.5%) and YoY 
(prev 6.2%)
France PPI for September MoM (prev 2.7%) and YoY (prev 29.5%)

08:00 Spain advance GDP for Q3 QoQ (est 0.3%, prev 1.5%) and YoY (prev 6.8%)
Spain preliminary CPI for October MoM (prev -0.7%) and YoY (prev 8.9%)
Spain preliminary EU Harmonised CPI for October MoM (prev -0.2%) and YoY 
(prev 9.0%) 

09:00 ECB Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF)
Germany advance GDP for Q3 QoQ (est -0.2%, prev 0.1%) and YoY                                
(est 0.8%, prev 1.7%)
Norway unemployment rate for October (prev 1.6%)

10:00 Eurozone economic (est 92.5, prev 93.7), industrial (est -1.0, prev -0.4) and 
services (prev 4.9) confidence for October
Italy preliminary CPI NCI incl tobacco for October MoM (prev 0.3%) and YoY        
(prev 8.9%)
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10:00 Italy preliminary EU Harmonised CPI for October MoM (prev 1.6%) and YoY              
(prev 9.4%) 

13:00 Germany preliminary CPI for October MoM (est 0.6%, prev 1.9%) and YoY 
(est 10.1%, prev 10.0%)
Germany preliminary EU Harmonised CPI for October MoM (est 0.4%, prev 2.2%) 
and YoY (est 10.8%, prev 10.9%) 

13:30 Canada GDP for August MoM (est 0.0%, prev 0.1%) and YoY (est 3.7%, prev 4.3%)
US PCE deflator for September MoM (est 0.3%, prev 0.3%) and YoY                          
(est 6.3%, prev 6.2%)
US core PCE deflator for September MoM (est 0.5%, prev 0.6%) and YoY                     
(est 5.2%, prev 4.9%)

15:00 US University of Michigan final inflation expectation data for October

TBA BoJ policy balance rate October decision (est -0.1%, prev -0.1%)
BoJ 10-year yield target October decision (est 0.0%, prev 0.0%)

The Bank of Japan meet next week amid continued pressure on the yen as it breaks 150
against the dollar for the first time in 30 years. The yen’s continued depreciation has
occurred in spite of the BoJ’s stealth intervention methods, which have reintroduced two-
sided risk in the USDJPY market. This is because 10-year real yields in the US continue to
tick higher on expectations of more hawkish Fed policy for longer, while rising inflation in
Japan and signs of it being stoked by a further loosening of fiscal policy weigh on the JGB
counterpart. As the yen falls further and inflation ticks higher in Japan, speculation is also
mounting again over the BoJ’s ability to defend its 10-year yield curve cap. While we
think it is unlikely the BoJ will move from its ultra-loose monetary stance this early, the
risk of such an event will still make European FX traders wake up early to check their
phones.

BoC set to underdeliver with 50bps hike 

The Bank of Canada is set to hike rates for the sixth successive time this year at its
October 26th meeting, where we expect a 50bp increase to 3.75%. However, there
remains a credible risk of a 75bp hike given recent hawkish commentary by Governor Tiff
Macklem and still broad underlying core inflation pressures in the latest CPI report for
September. Nevertheless, we continue to look for a below-consensus rate hike from the
BoC as cooling medium-term inflation expectations along with negative base effects and
slowing momentum in the headline reading suggest further disinflation is likely in the
pipeline heading towards year-end. This should, given the sensitivity of shorter-term
inflation expectations to current inflation, usher near-term expectations lower and reduce
the risk of longer-term expectations de-anchoring without the need for another
abnormally large rate hike. In addition to this, inflation-adjusted wage pressures have
moderated further despite a continued tightening in the labour market, while measures
of economic activity have come in flat or negative since September’s meeting. This is the
desired effect of the BoC’s previous actions, which looks to carefully bring growth back
below potential to allow time for the supply side of the economy to catch up. With
interest rates now deemed to be in restrictive territory, we also expect financial stability
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risks and growth considerations to also come back to the fore for the Governing Council,
both of which favour a more cautious path for rates heading higher such that a recession
doesn’t ensue.

Markets misinterpreted Governor Macklem’s signals at the IMF and Halifax
Chamber of Commerce

Very rarely do we see a Bank of Canada Governor publicly speak on upcoming policy
decisions as frequently as we have over the past two weeks, but, after all, Governor
Macklem does want to leave a legacy of improved communication and transparency at
the central bank. Across both appearances at the IMF and the Halifax Chamber of
Commerce, Macklem struck decisively hawkish tones, stating that the BoC is “more
worried about upside risks to inflation than downside risks” while referencing the broad-
based core inflation pressures and the risks of high near-term inflation expectations
“bleeding” into longer-term expectations. Although these comments resulted in markets
shifting their expectations from a 25% chance of a 75bps rate hike to nearly fully pricing it,
predominantly on the day when Macklem’s more explicit comments at the IMF were
published, we believe this is a misinterpretation of the Governor’s remarks.

Part of this is due to the short-term memory of market participants, which 
is understandable in a fast-flowing macroeconomic environment such as 
this, along with the normalisation of large rate hikes in the current climate. 

But it wasn’t that long ago, April in fact, that Governor Macklem stated rate increases
above 50bps were “very unusual” as he laid the groundwork for a second consecutive
50bps hike in June. Just prior to that June meeting, May’s CPI report had headline inflation
at 6.8%, just 0.1 percentage points below September’s rate reported this week. With
similar headline inflation readings, one could argue the risks of medium-term
expectations de-anchoring due to above-target spot inflation are the same now as they
were back then, especially once you account for the fact that 225bps of hikes since those
comments were made offset the duration of above-target inflation. Through this light,
Macklem’s comments can be considered less hawkish.

Additionally, Governor Macklem also outlined his view that the Bank is aiming to slow
growth such that supply had enough time to catch up. At which point, he explicitly
delineated this economic slowdown from a recession, of which the Bank is trying to avoid
inducing with its hiking cycle. This warrants caution as the full effects of the previous
tightening cycle work their way through the real economy. In terms of slowing the
economy, the Canadian economy requires a lower terminal rate relative to other G10
economies given the faster transmission of policy due to the high levels of leverage in
the housing market. This can partly explain why we’re already seeing previous hikes
weigh on housing activity and growth at a much faster rate in Canada than in the US. It
therefore comes as no surprise that calls for a recession in 2023 have arisen at the same
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time the BoC’s market-implied terminal rate has climbed a further 50bps to 4.5%. If the
BoC wants to avoid a recession as its base case in October’s forecasts, it needs to exhibit
some restraint on tightening rates.

The number of daily news stories referencing “Canada” and “recession” have
naturally ticked up with the increase in the BoC’s implied terminal rate

The need for a more cautious policy path was further compounded by Senior Deputy
Governor Rogers shortly after Macklem’s appearances. Speaking at the Toronto Centre
panel discussion, Rogers paid explicit reference to the financial stability risks in the form
of leverage and liquidity, both of which have caused central bank responses within the
G10 over the course of this month. In terms of leverage, this primarily relates to the level
of debt within the housing market and consumers ability to refinance it, concerns of
which recently forced the Reserve Bank of Australia to hike more cautiously. On liquidity,
this primarily relates to asset markets and refers to the recent turmoil in UK bond markets
after Bank of England inflated market concerns in early October following the mini
budget by committing to its quantitative tightening programme, a programme the BoC
has conducted since April 2022, albeit in a passive, not active, sense.

Taken on the whole, comments by the two highest ranking BoC members over past
week’s haven’t been as unanimously hawkish as markets imply. Accounting for the BoC’s
tendency to announce changes in their policy stance around meetings with Monetary
Policy Reports and immediate press conferences, we think October’s meeting provides
the platform for the BoC to slow the pace of its tightening cycle while relaying to markets
that this is still a restrictive policy regime.
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Although still robust, Canada’s inflation data doesn’t warrant keeping pace
with the Fed either

While Macklem’s comments stoked expectations within money markets for a larger rate
hike, it was the September CPI report that turned the sell-side analyst community.
Following the stickier core inflation print and positive surprise to the falling headline
index, most Canadian banks upgraded their forecasts for next week’s meeting to 75bps,
citing the broadening of inflation pressures within the CPI basket. However, two inflation
metrics stand out to us in September's report. Firstly, inflation ex food and energy, a
common metric but not one of the BoC’s measures, rose just 0.3% MoM, a far cry short of
the 0.7% MoM average increases over the first seven months of the year and far below
the pace of the US core measure. Secondly, Shelter was the largest positive component
in September’s basket, contributing 0.15% to the monthly increase. However, this primarily
reflects higher debt servicing costs and insurance premiums—both a by-product of
tightening monetary policy and will therefore become disinflationary as the tightening
cycle slows. Relative to the US, where services inflation is soaring across a multitude of
components, Canada’s core inflation problem isn’t as severe and, in our view, doesn’t
require the BoC to keep pace with the Fed.

Macklem’s
comments at IMF
spark speculation
over 75bps hike

Even if the BoC does 75bps, financial stability risks are likely to limit CAD
upside

For the Canadian dollar, we continue to see further downside from current levels, even if
the BoC does meet market expectations and hike by 75bps. This is because the
corresponding impact it will have on Canadian growth conditions and the health of the
housing sector, which will hamper investor sentiment and could also raise speculation of
an aggressive period of monetary easing as early as H2 2023. Conversely, if our base case
assumption is met and the BoC does hike by 50bps, the playbook is simple: money
market expectations are unwound, Canadian government bond yields drop, interest rate
differentials with the US widen and capital is reallocated out of Canada.

https://www.monexcanada.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/inflation-beats-expectations-but-doesnt-quite-shout-75bps-next-week/
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This would follow similar guidance presented by the French Governor Francois Villeroy
de Galhau this week and would see the deposit rate sit at the top of the ECB’s perceived
range for neutral rates (2%) come year-end. Secondly, we expect a decision to be made
with regard to the excess liquidity that remains in the banking system now the interest
rate channel sits outside of negative rates. The options at the ECB’s disposal are broad,
and we have no precedent to refer to either, but the consensus is forming around a
reverse tiering approach similar to that used by the Swiss National Bank. Finally, on
quantitative tightening, we expect President Lagarde to confirm that discussions are
being had internally, but that no decision will be finalised until rates exit neutral territory
(2023 in our base case).

Firstly, due to the fluid macroeconomic backdrop, we expect President Lagarde 
to reiterate the ECB’s meeting-by-meeting approach, but reinforce expectations 

for a 50bps hike in December through a relatively hawkish tone. 

ECB preview: One last 75bps hike

At the ECB’s last meeting in September where they hiked rates by 75 basis points to
0.75%, President Lagarde outlined that the central bank would be taking a meeting-by-
meeting approach, while also stating that it would take “more than two meetings but less
than five to get to the end of hikes”. Under this guidance and with the tightening bias still
in full swing, the emphasis rests on how the economic outlook has evolved in order to
determine the next hiking increment. With inflation rising, energy prices moderating, and
hard data pointing to a stagnation in growth in Q3, we think economic conditions remain
broadly unchanged from September’s meeting and continue to justify another 75bps hike
to shield against the growing risk of second-round effects. This view is in line with both
market pricing and the broad consensus among economists, both of which have been
consistently guided by a deluge of hawkish ECB commentary over previous weeks. Given
this, the market impact from next week’s policy decision will likely take a broader context
as focus migrates to the level of forward guidance presented by the Governing Council’s
and President Lagarde’s communications, technical decisions on how to change the
remuneration of excess liquidity, and future plans to shrink the balance sheet.

Economic data and ECB commentary suggest 75bps is almost a certainty

Economic data since September’s meeting has largely fallen in line with expectations.
The September PMIs, which are arguably the most timely indicators we have of euro-
area growth conditions, saw a continued and broad-based slowdown in manufacturing
and services activity across the continent, while inflation conditions have simultaneously
deteriorated as higher energy costs filter through. Meanwhile, in line with the global
trend, leading soft survey indicators, such as the ZEW expectations index, continued to
decline, painting a bleaker picture for growth conditions to come. The outcome of the
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monthly round of data since September comes as no surprise as eurozone economic
conditions feel the full effects of higher energy prices. Next week, just prior to the ECB’s
decision on Thursday, we expect the flash PMIs from France, Germany and the eurozone
composite to signal a deeper slowdown in economic conditions at the start of Q4. This
merely confirms that the ECB’s growth forecasts for September, which were conditioned
on still limited gas supplies from Russia, remain far too optimistic.

Headline inflation likely peaked in September as energy prices start to moderate

Despite fiscal policy starting to adjust to support industry and consumers from higher
energy prices along with the moderation in energy benchmarks of late suggesting that
inflation likely peaked in September, the ECB will be hard-pressed to find this as a
credible reason to pre-emptively slow its hiking cycle. This is especially true as the risks
of rising second-round effects and inflation expectations de-anchoring continue to rise,
which we expect to be shown in Friday’s release of the Q4 Survey of Professional
Forecasters going off the continued elevated market-implied inflation rates. Additionally,
as Banque of France Governor Villeroy de Galhau also stated in a recent interview, fiscal
policy could risk a vicious loop for inflation conditions, similar to what has recently been
witnessed in the UK.

In the context of an estimated neutral range of 1-2%, a further 75bps hike to bring the
deposit rate to 1.5% is seen as a foregone conclusion to markets. This is especially the
case given the unnervingly limited pushback on these expectations by the doves among
what is normally a fractious Governing Council.
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So, where have the doves gone? Despite the ECB’s meeting-by-meeting approach, it
seems that there is for real unanimity within the governing council in favour of a second
75 basis points hike given the recent economic data. While the doves may prove quiet at
the moment, they’re likely to re-emerge once inflation data starts to turn from
September’s peak, growth conditions slow considerably, and the ECB’s deposit rate
edges closer to the upper echelon of the neutral projection. The usual external debate
had among Governing Council members in between meetings could return in the run-up
to December’s meeting, placing emphasis on how expectations are initially guided at
Thursday’s meeting by President Lagarde.

Where have the doves gone?

Speaker Status Comment
Likely size of the 

hikes

Christine 
Lagarde

Neutral
“Inflation remains fat too high […] and that 
further rates are appropriate”

October: 75bps

December: 75bps

Luis de 
Guindos

Neutral
“Our response will depend on how the data 
evolves in the coming months”

October: 75bps

December: data 
dependency

Isabel 
Schnabel

Neutral

“Considering these data and the above-
target medium-term inflation outlook, further 
increases in our key policy rates will be 
needed to ensure that inflation returns to our 
2% target in a timely manner”

October: 75bps

December:75bps

Philip Lane Dove

“ [...] the ECB’s Governing Council is fully 
aware that further ground needs to be 
covered in the next several meetings to exit 
from the prevailing highly accommodative 
level of policy rates”

October: 75bps

December: 50bps

Francois 
Villeroy de 
Galhau

Hawk

"We probably won't stop raising rates there 
[once we get into recession], but we will 
enter another part of the journey: a more 
flexible, and possibly slower one"

October: 75bps

December: data 
dependency

Joachim 
Nagel

Hawk
“The data unequivocally points to a robust 
rate move”

October: 75bps

December: 75bps

Pablo 
Hernández 
De Cos

Dove
“A terminal rate of 2.25% to 2.5% would bring 
inflation down to the ECB’s 2% target by end-
2024”

October: 75bps

December: data 
dependency
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Olli Rehn Dove

“Once we have reached roughly the neutral 
level of policy rates, we will start the 
balance-sheet adjustment [...] in my view, in 
the first half of next year”.

October: 75bps

December: data 
dependency

Ignazio Visco Dove

"Rising inflation is now being accompanied 
by a sudden deterioration in the economic 
growth outlook [...] in this context, excessively 
rapid and pronounced rate hikes would end 
up increasing the risk of a recession.”

October: 75bps

December: 50bps

Pierre 
Wunsch

Hawk
“[Expects rates to top 2% by the end of this 
year and maybe even exceed 3%] at some 
point”

October: 75bps

December: 75bps

Robert 
Holzmann

Hawk
“Another 75 then perhaps in December --
even 50 -- we would be close where the 
neutral rate would be”

October: 75bps

December: 75bps

Peter Kazimir Hawk “We need to keep powering through”
October: 75bps

December: 75bps

Mário 
Centeno

Dove

“Any form of fiscal support should be timely, 
temporary and targeted toward the most 
affected and vulnerable in our society [...] 
requires monetary policy not to impede the 
efforts of reconstruction of supply-side 
bottlenecks that resulted from Covid and 
now this unprovoked war of Russia”

October: 75bps

December: 50bps

Madis Muller Hawk

“We have had two significant hikes already, 
and I think something in the same ballpark 
would be called for if we’re looking at the 
outlook as of now”

October: 75bps

December: 75bps

Firm expectations for a 75bps hike put the emphasis on supplementary details

Given the market’s firm expectations of a 75bps hike, the focus of the meeting will likely
rest on three alternative topics: forward guidance for December’s meeting and beyond,
adaptations to the remunerations of excess liquidity, and quantitative tightening plans. On
the first, we expect the ECB to continue to reaffirm its meeting-by-meeting approach to
rates given the reluctance of Governing Council members to define a terminal rate.
However, recent comments by Villeroy de Galhau can serve as a good base case, given
his stature within the Governing Council and relatively neutral stance on policy. Speaking
to the FT on October 18th, Villeroy stated that the ECB would “go quickly” to 2%, after
which any increases would be at a “more flexible and slower pace”. This suggests a
further 50bps hike in December, with potentially a further 25bp hike in Q1 2023. It is
noteworthy that this outlook also fits within President Lagarde’s previous timeline of two
to five meetings. We, therefore, expect President Lagarde’s comments to consolidate
market expectations for a 50bps hike in December, unless further de-anchoring risks
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appear in the Summary of Professional Forecasters data. Note, this data won’t be
released for public viewing until Friday but is factored into the ECB’s decision-making
process, so much so that it arguably tipped the balance for an initial 50bp hike back in
June.

Secondly, much focus will be paid to how the ECB sets to change the remuneration of
deposits given the excess level of liquidity within the financial system. This is largely to
stop the arbitrage that can be taken by banks who qualified for the €2trn Targeted
Longer-Term Refinancing Operations (TLTRO III) programme back in 2020, which issued
loans to banks at below market rates (-0.5% and below) as long as they met specific
lending conditions to the real economy. With deposit rates now rising considerably,
banks can earn further interest by parking these funds at the ECB and earning the
prevailing deposit rate (set to be 1.5%) before repaying those loans. While the number of
options at the ECB’s disposal are plentiful, we think reverse tiering is the likeliest answer.
This is what was carried out by the Swiss National Bank in September and effectively
remunerates deposits at the deposit rate up to a threshold, beyond which all deposit will
receive 0%. The impact this will have on the banking system will be key, however, as
more liquidity forced from the ECB’s programmes to short-term rate markets will only
push down interest rates, potentially weighing on the ECB’s policy transmission.

Finally, the ECB’s plans for quantitative tightening will be closely monitored. ECB officials
have recently discussed a preference to begin shrinking their balance sheet, with
President Lagarde stating to lawmakers in Brussels that such a process would only begin
once the normalisation of interest rates ends. This implies that the Governing Council are
currently discussing how to remove assets from their balance sheet, likely in terms of
passive roll-off from bonds bought under APP, as soon as Q1 2023 when rates have either
stabilised or exited neutral territory or both. Given the ECB’s guidance on PEPP
reinvestments until at least the end of 2024, and the role of the redistribution of
reinvestments as the first line of defence against market fragmentation, we don’t expect
quantitative tightening plans to take another form.

Impact for markets

For FX markets, next week’s ECB decision is likely to have a limited impact. Not only
because short-term interest rate pricing is stable around 75bps and has been since early
September, but also because the ECB has no incentive to steer expectations of
December’s hike away from 50bps this early on. Instead, fiscal developments will prove
more key for EURUSD traders, given the still bleak economic outlook due to the energy-
driven recession in the upcoming quarters. Instead, next week’s decision will be one for
the rates space, but given the Fed is expected to relay another hawkish message the
week after, we think any upside in European yields will have a muted effect on EURUSD.

Additionally, we don’t expect active bond sales any time soon, seeing as 
the ECB likely learnt from the Bank of England’s actions recently. 
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Disclaimer

This information has been prepared by Monex Canada Inc., an execution-only service provider. The material is
for general information purposes only, and does not take into account your personal circumstances or
objectives. Nothing in this material is, or should be considered to be, financial, investment or other advice on
which reliance should be placed. No representation or warranty is given as to the accuracy or completeness
of this information. No opinion given in the material constitutes a recommendation by Monex Canada Inc., or
the author that any particular transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. The
material has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the
independence of investment research, it is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of investment research and as such is considered to be a marketing communication.


